


Listen to a professional athlete, actor, leader and they will often 
say a key to their success is found in their focus.  
I believe what is true in the practical is clearly seen in the spir-
itual. The gospels noted on a few occasions how Jesus focused 
His direction and “set Himself to go to Jerusalem…” 

The following are a couple focus points that I keep before me, 
especially in these times: 

 
 Focus on EVIDENCES of God’s PRESENCE rather than 

what may seem as EVIDENCES of His ABSENCE.  
 
 Focus on God as the source of your life, rather than 

random circumstances. 
 
 Focus on what you have rather than what you don’t 

have. 
 
 Focus on what you know, not the things that bring 

doubt. 

Headlines, EAST BAY Times - September 30, 2020 
Trump versus Biden – Bickering and Bashing 
  
If you watched the first debate, the above headline about sums it 
up.  Without a heart change the next two debates will likely escalate in 
their vitriolic attacks upon each other.  One of the most difficult things 
for many is living out their Christianity in the midst of political  
engagement.  How does one do that?  I’m convinced it starts with prayer 
that is sourced in the wisdom of the scriptures.  We must be the change 
we want to see around us.  As someone said, “Prayer doesn’t always 
change things, but it will often change us.”   
  
As we stand on the precipice of a national election, prayer is more  
essential than ever.  It has always been used in our country for guidance, 
protection and strength during significant seasons. 
  
The Pilgrims at Plymouth relied on prayer during their first & darkest 
winter.  
  
Our founding fathers also called for prayer during the Constitutional 
Congress. In their eyes, our recently created nation and freedoms were a 
direct gift from God. 
  
President Abraham Lincoln knew this well. It was his belief that, "it is the 
duty of nations as well as men, to owe their dependence upon the  
overruling power of God."  
  
Read - 1Timothy 2:1-8 
2:1, Therefore, ties in what precedes it to what Paul is about to say to 
Timothy.  The end of chapter 1 focuses on the universality of the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ and prayer in worship.  
  
2:1, First of all, points to what is of primary importance, the priority is to 
pray for everyone (2:1,4,6).  
  
Paul puts forth the belief that prayers being uttered by a believing  
community can change circumstances   and influence communities and 
our world.  This is because we pray knowing Christ loves everyone 
|without distinction.  We believe His sacrifice on the cross was for ALL / 
EVERYONE.  
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 High & low…emperor [presidents] & slave doesn’t matter political, 
religious, economic standing. 

 

 Saint & sinner… our call is to edify the saint while embracing the 
sinner with the love of God.  This usually begins with prayer.  For 
the Christ-follower there is no such thing as an enemy in this world, 
no one is outside our prayers. The Christ of scriptures wishes  
everyone to be saved… 

 
Petitions originally meant = to meet.  Later the idea was to hold  
intimate conversation with a person.  Then it received a more technical 
meaning…to enter into a King’s presence to submit a petition. 
  
Our priority?  Before we stand against anything or anyone, we first 
kneel before our King to pray for the leaders and/or leaders to be in 
authority. Like them?  In your party of choice?  Voted for 
them?  Doesn’t matter.  We pray for them.  This passage was written 
during the debauched reign of Nero.  History records he held garden 
parties were illuminated Christians impaled on poles burning.  They 
were also put in skins of animals to be torn apart by animals…for  
entertainment purposes.  Pray for HIM Paul says…   




